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REBRANDING AT A GLANCE

✓ WHO

Biosintex

✓ WHAT

Changing of commercial names for surgical sutures: BICRIL, BICRIL RAPID, BICRIL 910

✓ WHEN

September 2019

✓ WHERE

Sutures with new commercial names to be sold in all territories

✓ WHY

Part of Biosintex rebranding strategy with protected trademarks 



REBRANDING AT A GLANCE

Surgical suture Old 

commercial name

New  

commercial name

Polyglycolic acid multifilament coated 
absorbable

BICRIL DACRIL

Polyglycolic acid multifilament coated fast 
absorbable

BICRIL RAPID DACRIL RAPID

Poly(glycolide-co-Lactide) (90/10) 
multifilament coated absorbable

BICRIL 910 DACRIL 910



Polyglycolic acid multifilament coated absorbable

What changed: 
commercial name

What did not change: 
all the other features 

remain the same 
(e.g. polymer, intended 

use, suppliers, 
components, 

manufacturing process, 
testing, etc.)

Same product

Old name New name



Polyglycolic acid multifilament coated fast absorbable

What changed: 
commercial name

What did not change: 
all the other features 

remain the same 
(e.g. polymer, intended 

use, suppliers, 
components, 

manufacturing process, 
testing, etc.)

Same product

Old name New name



Poly(glycolide-co-Lactide) (90/10) multifilament coated absorbable

What changed: 
commercial name

What did not change: 
all the other features 

remain the same 
(e.g. polymer, intended 

use, suppliers, 
components, 

manufacturing process, 
testing, etc.)

Same product

Old name New name



SUMMARY

✓ EC CERTIFICATES
EC certificates for the new commercial names will be available for reading and downloading on
company website: https://www.biosintex.com/certificari/.
✓ DELIVERIES
The batches bearing old or new commercial names can be sold equally depending on the 
availability of stocks and regulatory requirements.
✓ REGISTRATION UPDATING
All documents needed for updating the registration according new names will be provided per 
each distributors request.
✓ CONTRACTS UPDATING
The contracts in which old commercial names are specified, could be updated with Appendices, 
as per customer request and according conditions specified within contracts.

https://www.biosintex.com/certificari/


SURGICAL SUTURES PORTFOLIO

Surgical sutures are available in various sizes and lengths, non-needled or attached to 

different types and sizes of stainless-steel needles.

ABSORBABLE
SUTURES

NON-ABSORBABLE 
SUTURES



Thank you for using our products!

Please share with us the feedback from the devices use.

Any question and feedback should be addressed to your local DISTRIBUTOR or to BIOSINTEX at contact@biosintex.com

This document is not for public or commercial use. It should be used exclusive for training 

sessions for distributors and end-users of Biosintex medical devices.
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